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How the New York Stock Exchange Really Works

David Kramer



Object 1



Object 2



Object 3



Richard Ney on the Role of the Specialist by Michael Templain “The story is told that after he had been deported to Italy, Lucky Luciano granted an interview in which he described a visit to the floor of the New ork !tock "#change$ %hen the operations of floor specialists had been e#plained to him, he said, &' terrible thing happened$ I reali(ed I)d *oined the wrong mob)+ ,-Ney, ./$ It was with these words that 0ichard Ney began his first of three books on the nature of the New ork !tock "#change$ Ney wrote over 12 years ago, a time when a 342 Dow was high and today)s volumes were beyond imagining$ !ome of his material is dated, and must be read in the light in which it was written$ 5ut the main premise of his books is still true6 that the specialist e#ists not to ensure the free and orderly trade of stock in a particular company, but to fatten upon the innocence and ignorance of the small investor$ The New ork !tock "#change is not an auction market ,1Ney, .7/, though many investors still hold onto that image$ It is a rigged market$ 8olume is an effect of price$ 9rices are controlled absolutely by the specialists, the &market makers) in individual stocks$ It was this discovery that led Mr$ Ney to eventually give us small investors a priceless gift6 enlightenment$



“!tudying the transactions in each stock, I became immediately conscious that,

on too many occasion to be a coincidence, a stock would advance from its morning low and then, often during the afternoon, would show an up:tick of a half:point or more on a large block of anywhere from -,422 to 4,222 or more shares$ This transaction seemed to herald a transformation in what was taking place, for immediately thereafter the stock would begin to drop like Newton)s apple$ 5efore I could find out what caused this, another ;uestion presented itself6 %hat caused the same thing to happen at the low point in that stock)s decline< =or it was also apparent that a block of stock of the same si(e often appeared on a down:tick of a half:point or more, after which the stock ;uickly rallied$ Together these two facts seemed to give a stock)s pattern continuity$ 't the end of several days of investigation, I discovered that these transactions at the top and bottom of a stock)s price pattern were for the specialist)s own account$ > ?lod that I was, I had at last recogni(ed that, although the study of human nature may not be fashionable among economists, it is never out of season+ ,1Ney, @/$ The specialist is part of a system$ =irst, he is part of that rare fraternity of men who are all specialists in an e#change$ It is a small private club, to whose membership one can only be born$ The specialists of the Dow A2 e#hibit the spirit of &all for one, and one for all)$ If one of the A2 is having problems, the other 1@ wait for him, before they move onto their ne#t agreed upon campaign ,1Ney, -31/$ The rest of the specialists take their lead from watching the Dow A2$ 5ut the system is more e#tensive and more powerful than *ust the specialists$ The specialists are the heart of the e#change$ The e#change, in turn, has practical control of the ma*or corporations,



banks, insurance companies, and brokerage houses in this country$ These, in turn, influence news reporting and the regulatory agencies$ ADVANTA ES !" #E$N A S%E&$A'$ST The specialist has many advantages, many tools to use to pry dollars from unsuspecting investors and mutual funds$ ?hief among these advantages is his book$ In his book he can see at a glance all the buy and sell orders from the public and the funds$ Bis book tells him of potentially massive sales above and below his current price$ This gives him a great advantage when he is trading on his own investment and omnibus accounts$ 5ecause of his book, the specialist sees shifts in trends long before anyone else$ This gives him a great advantage$ The specialist will buy heavily at the bottom of a slide ,at wholesale/ then advance prices and sell, at heavy volume, at the peak of the rally ,retail/$ Be will then sell short and take prices down$ The turning points of a rally will be marked by heavly volume in the Dow A2 ,ANey, .4:.@/$ %hen he desires he can even make large block trades without entering them into his book$ In this way the public is never made aware of those trades$ !hould the specialist want to supply a buy or sell order from his own accounts, rather than from public orders on book, he can and will do so ,-Ney, -47/$ Ney cites specific e#amples when his customers orders were ignored while the specialist completed orders for his own accounts$ %hen serving as the market maker, the broker)s broker, the specialist trades from his Trading 'ccount, which is to be used to service the needs of the market$ Bowever, he also has Investment 'ccounts ,plural/$ Bis !egregated Investment 'ccounts put him directly into competition with every other investor in his stock$ The reason for he has segregated investment accounts is that they enable him to convert regular income into long:term capital gains ,-Ney, --A/$ In addition, he also trades on Cmnibus accounts, taking orders from a friendly bank on behalf of friends, family, and himself ,-Ney, 4./$ 'lthough he is not allowed to be both long and short in his Trading account, he can take the opposite stance in his Investment or Cmnibus accounts ,ANey, -A2/$ ' !pecialist will often not have any shares in his trading or omnibus accounts$ If public demand for shares suddenly increases, the !pecialist is more than happy to supply those shares to the public by short selling$ This, of course, forces the !pecialist to take the price down soon thereafter, so that he may cover his short sales at the lower price$ Cr, the !pecialist may sell from his Investment 'ccounts, establishing a middle or long term high ,-Ney, 7-/, and then take the price down$ %hichever strategy he employs, a large public demand for stock ultimately drives the price of that stock down, not up$ Distribution of large amounts of stock can be done from the specialist)s trading account, usually as short sales$ The trading account can then be covered by transferring stock from the long:term investment accounts into the trading account ,-Ney, 7D/$ The e#istence of the specialist)s Investment and Cmnibus 'ccounts is ultimately detrimental to the public$ EIn a stock with only a small capitali(ation or floating supply, the segregation of large blocks into long:term investment accounts for the specialist further decreases the supply of the stock available to the public+ ,-Ney, 7-/ The specialist has absolute control over price$ Be can match the buys with the sells in any way he



sees fit$ Be can raise the price of the stock A points in three trades, and open the ne#t day down 4$ The seeming unpredictability of stock prices is due to the fact that prices e#ist at the whim of the specialist$ ' stock is only worth what the specialist is willing to pay for it at the moment$ The fluctuations you see are, in fact, the evidence of how the specialist is working out his inventory problems to meet his short:term, intermediate:term, and long:term goals ,1Ney, -31/$ The specialist will sometimes &leap frog) his prices up or down, creating a gap$ This is done to keep a group of investors from buying or selling at a particular price$ &Leap =rogs) show specialist intent$ Ney offers specific e#amples where specialists opened stocks considerably lower6 'ugust ., -@73 ?hicago and Northwestern 0ailroad opened down A@ points$ Cctober 1-, -@7. one of the preferred stocks of T0% opened down 1. points$ =ebruary D, -@32 Memore# opened down 1@ -F1 points ,-Ney, -4/



“%ith G.,222, you can buy G-2,222 worth of stock, but with G.,222 in stock,

any !tock "#change member can buy G-72,222 worth of stock for his own segregated investment account+ ,-Ney, --1/$ 5ecause most investors have margin accounts, and the margin account agreement allows their brokers to lend their shares, specialists have an unlimited number of shares to borrow and sell short ,-Ney, 7./$ Margin agreements also allow the broker to use their customer)s shares as collateral without the customer)s knowledge or permission$ This practice is fraught with dangers$ In November, -@7A, the Ira Baupt brokerage firm ,N !"/, which dealt in both stocks and commodities was caught unwittingly in a scheme by one of its commodities customers to leverage none#istent salad oil$ The failure wiped out the partners of the firm and left it owing some GA3 million in debts$ ETo compound Baupt)s and the New ork !tock "#change)s problems, it was impossible to return the stock to customers because the stock ,held by the brokerage firm for its customers/ had been pledged to banks by Baupt+ ,-Ney, -11/$ Margin accounts usually allow the broker to borrow any cash in the account to use for his own purposes at no interest, even to lend back to the customer for margin purchases, at interest ,-Ney, --@/$ 't the bottom of a cycle of a stock, having panicked customers into selling, the brokers and specialist borrow the customers) money to make their own long:term purchasesH using their advantageous margin to ac;uire large amounts of stock$ 't the top of the cycle the process is reversed$ ?ustomers are paid back their money by the brokers and the specialist selling their shares to customers at a profit$ The insiders even have e#tra cash to loan customers for margin purchases ,-Ney, -A7/$ 'nother powerful tool for the specialist is the short sale$ Though the specialist is responsible for .4 percent of the short selling done in a stock, the "#changes are loathe to print any timely data on specialist short sales ,1Ney, @D/,ANey, 1AD/$ The specialist uses the short sale to control both downward and upward movements of stock ,ANey, ../$ The private investor or mutual fund can only sell short on an up: tick$ The up:tick rules serves only to trap the public into selling short at the bottom, as the specialist drives the price down



without a single up:tick for the public)s use ,-Ney, 31/$ 5ut the specialist need not even create an up:tick to sell short$ The !"? has been careful not to publici(e its rule -2a:-,d/, in which sub: paragraphs ,-/ through ,@/ e#empt the specialist from the up:tick rule ,1Ney, @3/,ANey, -17, 1-4/$ The !ecurities "#change 'ct of -@AD prohibits pegging, the act of artificially holding a stock)s price at a certain level for the advantage of the person or persons doing the pegging$ Bowever, !"? rule I:@'7 ,-@D2/ allows pegging by specialists in order to &maintain an orderly market) while a large:block distribution of shares is taking place ,1Ney, --3/$ THE &!R%!RAT$!N( THE S%E&$A'$ST( AND THE E)&HAN E The specialists and brokers hold shares Ein street name+ for investors, and therefore can vote the pro#ies for those shares$ Cfficers in a corporation must report to the !"? any trading they do in the shares of their own company$ et the !pecialist reports his profits in trading the shares in that same corporation to no one ,-Ney, 4D:44/$ The specialist, one of his partners, a friendly broker, their lawyers, or their bankers, often sit on the company)s board of directors, which makes the specialist privy to information before the average trader$ %here an officer of a corporation is held strictly accountable to the !"? for his use of &inside information), the specialist and fellow brokers are accountable to no one ,-Ney, 4D: 44/$



“It is an ideal situation$ %hen you control a corporation)s pro#ies, everyone is

sympathetic to your point of view and your choice of directors$ This is the other reason why nearly every ma*or corporation listed with the "#change ,N !", M$T$/ has a broker or a broker)s banker on its board$ It gives the e#change a pipeline to that corporation+ ,-Ney, @2/$ Large brokerage houses, large banks, and the New ork !tock e#change use dummy corporations as fronts to hold large portions of stocks in corporations$ ' list from any large corporation of its largest stockholders will be a roll of these very dummy corporations, who show up on list after list of ma*or stock holders in 'merica)s largest corporations ,1Ney, -@:1A/$ The intertwining of interests runs even deeper when the relations of %all !teet)s top Law firms are e#amined$ =or e#ample, in -@3D the New ork !tock "#change)s legal counsel also represented ?hase Manhattan 5ank$ 5oth entities, through their dummy corporations, were large stockholders in scores of ma*or J$!$ corporations ,1Ney, 17/$ THE E)&HAN E( THE SE&( THE "EDERA' RESERVE( AND THE WH$TE H!*SE “The bankers) man, !enator ?arter Klass, who steered the =ederal 0eserve 'ct through ?ongress in -@-A, had maintained that the =ederal 0eserve banks would be merely &lenders of money$) The only collateral they were to accept was notes that could be paid when, in the course of business, goods and services had been manufactured and distributed$ Bowever, almost from the day of its inception, the =ederal 0eserve !ystem set about making loans on common stocks+ ,-Ney, -2A/$ %ho sits on the =ederal 0eserve 5oard< > ?hief officers of banks and corporations, all of whose companies are controlled by the "#change ,-Ney, -2A:-24/$ 5illions, perhaps trillions of dollars worth of stocks are now held by banks as collateral for loans$



This too works to the advantage of the specialists$ =or, to protect their interests, banks will issue stop orders to sell the stock before it falls below a certain price$ The specialist holds those stop orders in his book and therefore knows e#actly where a large number of shares can be had, and at what price they can be purchased$ Cne ;uick sweep down those ranges of prices will deliver to the specialist the inventory he desires for short and mid:term purposes ,-Ney, -2-/$ Cn Lune A2, -@AD 9resident 0oosevelt appointed Loseph Kennedy to be the first ?hairman of the !"?$ Cnly D months before, Kennedy, along with Mason Day, Barry !inclair, "lisha %alker, and others were found to be responsible for operating &pools) that were actively manipulating stock$ %hen these, Epoolsters withdrew and the boom collapsed the administration denounced the men who operated them+ ,-Ney, 1-4/$ 5ut what)s a little denouncement between friends< The stock markets had been headed downhill since December of -@7.$ Cn May 17, -@7@ a party was held at the Ni#on %hite Bouse$ In attendance were Lohn Mitchell, Maurice !tans, 9eter =lannigan, thirty five guests from %all !treet, fourteen industrialists, seven bankers, five heads of mutual and pension funds, and two heads of insurance companies$ The ne#t day a bull rally began on %all !treet$ May 13th saw the Dow Lones A2 average rise by 4 per cent in one day ,1Ney, 3-/$ Cn 'pril -3, -@3-, 9resident Ni#on, who along with 'ttorney Keneral Mitchell had been a %all !treet lawyer ,Maurice !tans was a broker/, appeared for photographs with friends from the New ork !tock "#change$ Ni#on recommended the public to invest in the market$ 5y 'pril 1.th the market was in a steep decline$ Ni#on circulated, Eto -,A22 editors, editorial writers, broadcast news directors, and %ashington bureau chiefs a list of the stocks of ten corporations that had advanced during the past year+ ,1Ney, A1/$ There is a revolving door between the e#change and %ashington$ !"? ?hairmen &retire) to go to work for the "#changes or ma*or brokerage houses at many times their government salaries ,1Ney, 42:7A/$ !"? ?hairman Bamer 5udge was found by !enator 9ro#mire)s investigation to be making fre;uent trips to Minneapolis to confer with officials of ID!$ ID! was under investigation at the time by the !"?$ 'fter leaving the !"?, 5udge took the position of ?hairman of the 5oard with ID! ,1Ney, 47/$ NEWS AND "$NAN&$A' RE%!RT$N It is highly unlikely that we will see news reports critical of J$!$ stock e#changes, or of the specialist system$ There is a simple reason for this$ 'll news organi(ations are corporations and do but reflect their management)s views$ ?orporations that own media have specialists influencing the choice of management$ Newspapers, maga(ines, and television are but e#tensions of the corporate world$ %hen 0ichard Ney)s first book, The %all !treet Lungle, came out it was on the New ork Times best seller list for -- months$ et the New ork Times would not review it$ The %all !treet Lournal refused to take an ad from a New ork bookstore that featured The %all !treet Lungle ,1Ney, A2/$ 'll three of the ma*or networks were wary of having Ney appear$ N5? banned only two people from appearing on the Tonight show with Lohnny ?arson6 0alph Nader and 0ichard Ney$ Not only do large banks, brokerage firms, and corporations advertise on television, they also are the largest stock holders ,1Ney, AA: AD/$ S%E&$A'$ST STRATE Y



The specialist should be thought of as a merchant with some rather uni;ue inventory problems and opportunities$ Bis goal, always, is to buy at wholesale prices and to sell at retail$ This applies to his actions in the course of trading day as well as a year of trading$ 't the bottom of a slide the specialist will buy heavily for his trading, investment, and omnibus accounts$ Bis goal then becomes to raise the price of his stock with his wholesale inventory intact$ In practice, though, he may have to sell shares to meet public demand$ This will cause him, then, to lower the price to re:accumulate his inventory before he can proceed to higher levels$ ' rally begins while the price of the average stock is still falling$ EMa*or rallies begin and end with the une#pected,+ ,ANey, -.D/$ To stimulate public demand for his stock, near the high the specialist will raise the angle of the rising prices dramatically for the stock$ True to one of Ney)s a#ioms that prices beget volume, the public will rush into the market place at the rally high$ The specialist can now sell his accumulated inventory to fill the increased demand$ Beavy Dow A2 volume at the high is evidence of heavy short sales by the specialists ,ANey, --A/$ %hen the specialist has sold all his inventory, and has sold short, he will then begin a downward slide of prices so necessary to his plans$ !lides are a mirror of rallies$ Near the bottom, the specialist will increase the angle of price decline, alarming investors, scaring them into selling their shares to the specialist who needs them to cover his short sales, and to build a new inventory at wholesale$ The media will remain bullish, or cautiously optimistic throughout a slide, until the last two weeks, when they will turn suddenly bearish ,ANey, -4./$ T$%S "R!+ R$&HARD NEY6 !pecialists in the most active stocks will re;uire more time than their fellow specialists to move stocks up or down, or to cover at the top of a rally or the bottom of a slide ,1Ney, .D:.4/$ !pecialists may use a rally as a &stalking horse) for a later rally$ 9rice is used like a geiger counter to locate volume ,ANey, -D@/$ During the typical bear market, or slide, the specialists will usually bring prices up on =ridays, to keep investors hopes alive ,1Ney, @1/$ Leaders of the rally in the Dow A2 will often act as &screens) for the price declines of the other 1D or 14 Dow stocks$ "ach stock e#hibits its own distinct pattern or rhythm of price behavior ,1Ney, -.@/$ TH$N S !" WH$&H T! #E AWARE Bow can you spot the nadir of each high and low< Ney says to look at volume very closely$ In particular look at the volume of the individual Dow A2 Industrial stocks ,1Ney, -3-/$ Ket to know these specialists) habits$ =ollow what they do$ 9atterns of behavior will emerge$ Ney emphasi(ed that a sense of timing was critical for survival in the market ,1Ney, -D@/$ Ney was convinced that detecting !pecialist short selling was a key$ !pecialist short selling at the peak of a rally should be detectable through increased volume$ 0ichard Ney used charts e#tensively$ Ney was ;uick to point out that what is really being measured in his charts is not the behavior of the masses in the marketplace, but the techni;ues of the specialist in an individual stock as he maneuvers to solve short:term, intermediate:term,



and long:term inventory problems ,-N" , 14@/$ Ney points to the gaps in prices that develop when a specialist is trying to &catch up) with the market$ These gaps, be they up or down, signal specialist intent ,1Ney, -31/$



“Investors assume that what happens in the economy or to the corporation in

terms of earnings or sales determines the trend of stock prices$ > The most misleading element in this type of analysis is that it ignores the basic needs and motivations of the specialist system+ ,1Ney, -42/$ %e, as consumers react to certain critical numbers$ !pecialists know this$ !pecialists use the -2Ms ,-2, 12, A2, etc$/ and 4Ms ,4, -4, 14, etc$/ in their strategies$ They will use these numbers to elicit heavier buying or selling from the public$ Cften too, though, they will avoid critical numbers to avoid buying or selling stock when they do not wish to do so ,1Ney, -44:-47 N -7A/$ NEY,S S+A'' $NVEST!R TRAD$N RE&!++ENDAT$!NS ,-Ney, 1@3:A2-/ -$ Do not buy the acknowledged leader in a field$ 5uy the number 1 or A company$ These companies are more likely to be sub*ect to bull raids by the specialists ,-Ney, 1@./$ 1$ ENothing pu((les me more than an investor)s willingness to pay more than fifty dollars a share for stocks$ 5uy low priced stocks$ It)s percentages you)re after and you)ll get them in these stocks in a bull market+ ,-Ney, 1@./$ A$ Invest only in stocks listed on the N !"$ D$ Do not buy secondary offerings from your broker$ 4$ 5uy only stocks whose prices have fallen at least A4 to 42 percent$ 7$ EThe rule, &?ut your losses and let your profits ride,) was invented by a broker+ ,-Ney, 1@./$ 3$ The average investor need not worry about ta# brackets, so do not hesitate to sell at a profit$ E' short:term gain is better than a long:term loss+ ,-Ney, 1@@/$ .$ Cwn your stock$ Do not use margin$ @$ Do not sell short$ -2$ Do not allow your stock to be borrowed ,via a margin accountH M$T$/ --$ ?redit balances should be immediately transferred to your bank$ -1$ Do not leave your stock with your broker in street name$ -A$ Invest only in growth oriented, not income, stocks$ -D$ D to 4 stocks in a portfolio is plenty$ -4$ Make arrangements with your bank to receive your stock$ -7$ If there has been a ma*or advance from the summer lows, look for the public to begin selling 7 months hence$ -3$ 5ig block sales at the end of a run:up ,usually marked by heavy volume/ marks the imminent decline in price$ -.$ Look for bull raids in May, up from the 'pril -4th ta# low$ -@$ Never enter stop or limit orders$ 12$ If you are interested in a stock, learn its specialist)s habits$ 1-$ !tocks that are ideal for bull raids are those that decline as close as possible to an angle of D4 degrees$ %orks ?ited6 -Ney, 0ichard$ TB" %'LL !T0""T LJNKL", fifth printing$ New ork6 Krove 9ress, Inc$, -@32$ 1Ney, 0ichard$ TB" %'LL !T0""T K'NK, third printing$ New ork6 9raeger 9ublishers, Inc$, -@3D$ ANey, 0ichard$ M'KINK IT IN TB" M'0K"T$ New ork6 McKraw:Bill, -@34



OThe source for this essay is here$ I posted my version of the entire essay because I edited out comments that the author Michael Templain made that I disagreed with, i$e$, I felt he didnPt grasp fully what Ney had written$ ou can read the original essay for yourself in order to make up your own mind$ If you decide to read the books, read them in chronological order$ They are impossible to find in a library, and are very e#pensive to buy used$Q .6AD am on 'ugust -@, 122@"mail David Kramer
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